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tAnl A CROSS-LINUITISTIC STUDY OF THE PROCESSING
OF CAUSATIVE SENTENCES1C=0

Mary Sue Ammon and Danl. Slobinris Department of Psychology, University of California, BerkeleyCO
Children's comprehension of causative constructions wasCr. studied as one part of a large cross-linguistic investigationconducted ia Berkeley, Rome, Dubrovnik, and Istanbul (Aksu 1976:

v---I Clancy, Jacobsen, & Silva 1976; Johnston & Slobin 1977;Radulovic 1975; Slobin 1978; Slobin & Bever forthcoming). Our
C=2`

overall concern is the effect of grasmatical form on the develop-L-10 Ing ability to express basic concepts in language. The dataconsist of cross-linguistic
differences in the rate and patternof acquisition of the means for encoding notions of space, time,agency, and causation.

In the present study we are concerned with forms for theexpression of instigative causation--that is, situations inwhich one agent impels another agent to act. English has avariety of means--lexical, morphological, and syntactic--forsuch expressions. Here we are concerned with the productiveexpression most accessible to children: the periphrasticconstruction using make as a causative verb, as in, "You made medo it." The four languagei
studied--English, Italian, Serbo-Croatian, and Turkish--have different means for the productionof such expressions. The first three, all Indo-European SVOlanguages, have similar periphrastic constructions, differingin regard to the roles of word order and case inflection. Bycontrast, Turkish, an agglutinative SOV language, encodescausation by the insertion of one or more causative particles inthe verb. Table 1 compares the productive causative expressionsin the four languages, using one of the sentences from theinvestigation. Note that there are word-order differences among3) the three SVO languagesroughly: English: The horse makesthe camel run; Italian: The horse makes run the camel; Serbo-Croatian: The horse rakes the camel. that (it) runs. In bothEnglish and Serbo-Croatian, the action verb appears at the endof the sentence, with the causative verb in the normal verbalposition between the two nouns; in Italian the entire verbalconstruction remains in normal position. In English and Italianthe causative verb (makes, fa) agrees with the subject in'person and number, while the action verb is in the infinitive(run, correrre). In Serbo-Croatian a particle separates thecausative clause from the action clause, and both verbs arefinite. In addition, the case inflectional system marks theinstigator as subject and the instigated as object. Also, the
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Table 1

Comparison of Causative Constructions in English,

Italian, Serbo-Croatian, and Turkish4.1.1MVIMMIM.............
iah

The horse makes

3001 VERD
causative

third person

Italian

11 cavallo fa

(the horse( Amakes)

the camel run,

NOUN VERB
in

correrre it cermello.

( to runs (the camel)

Vi2causative /132infinitive
NOUN

thirdperson

Serbo- Croatian

fdrijebe tjera devu da tr/i.

!horse) tdrives) (camel) irons)

nInceinetive VERBcausative /Celaccusative* PARII. VEREthird

arson

Turkish

At deveyi koctursun.

(horse) (carrell (should make runt

MUNnominative N "accusative VERicausative

optative

third person

AY. 11MIIMINIIN

* The noun in the example is feminine, and therefore has

a distinct chttratt between ncedmative (deva) and accusative

(dew), Neuter nouns, like Idrijebe, however appear in the

identical form in both nominative and accusative. Sentences

used in the .study exhibited three types of noun combinations:

neutertfemitine (object narking), feminine- neuter (subject

marking), and neuter-neuter (neither).

i16

causative verb in Serbo - Croatian (tjerati) is a specialized one,

used to discuss driving animals and impelling action, whereas

the English make and Italian fare are general verbs perforting

a large number of other functions. In terms of surface marking,

therefore, Serbo.Croatian seems to provide the clearest cues of

the three Inds- European languages, The tirkish causative

retains standard SOY order, imbedding a causative particle within

the verb. The particle renews the verb root ;agreeing with it

in vowel harmony) and is followed by particles of person, number,

tense, mood, and aspect (e.g., ko; 'run' + .101 'third person' =

kciU22! 'he/she runs'; * -ter. 'causative' . koam 'he/she
---

makes someone) run' ),2 As in Serbo-Croatian, the case

inflectional system marks the instigator as subject and the

instigated as object. However, unlike Serbo-Croatian, Turkish

has no grammatical gender and no exceptions to the regular

inflectional paradigm. As a result, the abject is always

clearly marked in Turkish. In Serbo-Croatian, however, neuter

aouns appear in unmarked form for both nominative and accusative,

thus making it impossible to mark neuter direct objects

inflectionally.3 Turkish, then, provides clear surface cues for

the causative, but of a different sort than the Indo-Earopean

languages. These contrasts between the four languages allow us

to compare the roles of morphological (causative particle, case

inflections) and syntactic devices (periphrasis, word order) in

facilitating children's comprehension of causative constructions.

Very little work has teen done on the development of these

forms in child speech (Aksu 1975; Baron 1977; Bowermui 1974,

1977)'' The lUrkish causative particle is used by children as

young as 2;4 in tree speech, and is overgeneralized at an early

--age;For example (Aksu 1975), Ikakish has a lexical causative

verb, sok-, meaning 'insert, make to go in'. Although this

verb is already causative in meaning, a child of 2;8 added the

causative particle to produce an inappropriate form, soktur-,

indicating productive control of the causative morpheme. At

about the sue age in English, Bowerman (1974) reports the

development of the periphrastic causative (e,g., I make it flat),

along with overgeneralizations of transitive verbs as causatives

(e.g., Eva, 2;4; Don't tight this 'make tight' ). Although

the evidence is limited, it is probably the case that children

in all four languages hear instigative causatives frequently,

and can use than productively sometime in the third year of

life. In the present study we examine the ability of children

between the ages of 2;0 and 4;4 to comprehend such constructions

in an experimental task. Our major concern in this study lies

in cross - linguistic comparison of

4
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the course of acquisition of these constructicts. Control of

forms in free speech, supported by communicative intent,

generally occurs at an earlier age than is demonstrated in

formal comprehension testing, but this fact should not alter

the language-specific development patterns which we seek,

MEM

!Ikeda

The causative comprehension measure reported in this paper

was one of 16 linguistic and nonlinguistic tests offered to

matched samples of two.:, three-, and four-year-olds in the four

countries. Our plan was to study 48 children in each field

site, in groups of three boys and three girls spaced at

four -month intervals between the ages of 2;0 and 4;4. By and

large, we completed this Plan, though there are gaps in the

iota at various points, due to the tri'.elations of carrying out

research in foreign countries within a iimited time schedule.

Table 2 presents a summary of the subject sample participating

Table 2

Number of Subjects Contributing to

Causative Comprehension Data

Croup Age Number of Children

English Italian Serbo-Croatian Turkish

A 2;0 . 2;4 10 10 12 10

2;8 - 3;0 11 12 12 8

C 3;4 - 3;8 12 12 12 11

D 4;0.4;4 12 11 12 10

TOTAL 45 45 48 39

IMb.
in this phase of the investigation. Since we were interested

in cross-linguistic, not cross-cultural factors, we tried, as

such as possible, to equate our samples on sociocultural

grounds. That is, we limited ourselves to children of urban,

professions' parents, at least one of whom had a college degree.

By and large, we feel that we were working with a fairly hom-

geny:us group of children across the four field sites, at least

twt

lla

in terms of early material and intellectual experience, Each
child was studied extensively, over a period of 15.20 hours,

within a ten-day span. The causative task was administered

midway in the series,
The examiner was always female, and

always a native speaker.

Procedure

Examiner and child sat at the same side of a table. The
child was presented with a pair of toy antra's or dolls and was

asked to demonstrate an action inqiested by one and carried out

by the other (e.g., The horse makes the camel ran). The child

was already familiar with these animals from
two sessions of a

word order comprehension task (Slobin & Bever forthcoming), in

which s/he was to demonstrate action: involving two animals and

a reversible transitive verb (e.g., The horse kicks the camel).

A pair of animals was introduced and named, and the relevant

action was demonstrated for each animal separately (the
carrel

can run, the horse can run), The child was then instructed to

demonstrate the causative interaction, Each sentence was

offered up to three tines, in a median flat intonation at morsel

speaking rate with equal stress on both nouns. If the child's

response, after three presentations, remained unclear, she was

probed by questions as to what each of the animals had done. A

correct response required that the first animal instigate the

action (either by direct contact with the second animal, or by

verbal instruction uttered by the child for the sake of the

first animal) and that the second animal carry out the action.

Responses were counted as correct if, on questioning, the child

attributed instigation to the first animal (e.g., The horse

told the camel to run; The camel ran because the horse wonted

Tirm"---ti'llere were five classes of errors: 'il) no

response or unclear response, (2) reversal (e.g., The camel made

the horse run), (3) both animals act separately, (4) only the

first animal acts, (5) only the second animal acts.

Design

There were six causative configurations: horse makes

camel run, dog pekes cat swim, boy makes girl lie doom, chick

makes lamb Sump, pig makes sheep walk, and goat makes zebra go
to sleep. The order of the six configurations was always the

same. For half of the children, the first participant listed

in the examples above was the instigator; for the other half it

was the second. To control for possible biases of physical

placement of the animals, each instigator was placed an equal

number of times to the right and to the left of the other

r----r

. . t tw!:
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participant. The syntactic constructions of the stimulus

sentences are presented in Table 1,
In Serbo-Croatian, feminine

nouns have distinctive nominative and
accusative forms, whereas

neuter nouns appear in uninflected
farm for both of these cases.

In order to test for the effects of inflectional cues in this
language, three kinds of participant

pairings were used;

(1) neuter-feminine (distinctive
object marking), (2)

feminine-
neuter (distinctive subject marking), (3)

neuter-neuter (subject-
object relation signalled by word order with no inflectional cue),

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The major analysis focused
on the total number of correct

acting-out responses on the
causative task and the way this

score related to language, age, and sex. An interaction model
analysis of variance was perforned on the data. All factors
(language, sex, and age) were between subject variables.

Because the factor of sex of subject did not produce a signifi-
cant overall effect, and did not

interact with any of the other
factors, it will not be discussed

further. Instead of perform-
ing significance tests on the

overall main effects and inter-
actions, more specific questions

were asked of the data by means
of planned Contrasts at each level of the analysis, Table 3
displays the various means, and

Table 4 lists the significant

main effect contrasts and significant
interaction effect

Table 3

Mean Percentage Correct by Age and LanguageInommmnim..
.4.14.man.

Language

Age Group English Italian
Serbo-Croatian Turkish

B

Across

Languages

7 8 68
37

33 60 61 94

72 67 82
56

70 64 95
95

Across Ages 38 50 77

30

62

79
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contrasts. It also presents the results of a subsidiary analysis

on certain differences of cell meansthe significant
differences

between pairs of languages at the various age.levels. It should

be noted that the criterion adcpted for
significance of each of

the contrasts wee fairly conservative, because of the weber of
tests performed.4

Age

The significant contrasts within the main effect for age

indicate both a significant overall linear
improvement in

performance with age (linear trend) and a sigtifieszt departure

from this straight line improvement with rge (quadratic trend).

More :imply, this mane that *forum
on this strueture is

shoving improvement within the age range surveyed, but that the

rate of growth is not the saw, from one age period to the next.

Consideration of the growth turves for each language in

relation to the others :tether illaninates, le well as compli-

cates, this overall nonlinear greed trend.

Eight contrasts were cede within the :min effect for

language. The languages :ark* the direct object of venation
with an inflection (Turkish and Serbo-Croatian) were 'contrasted

with thelanguages matking this case by word order alone

(English and Italian) , And the languages expressing the

causative with a periphrastic construction (English, Italian,

and Serbo-Croatian) were contrasted with Turkish, which inserts

a particle into the verb to carry out this function. In addition,

tests were performed on each of the six possible two-way

pairings of the four languages. These tests produced two major

findings.

First, children learning the two inflectional languages

performed better overall on this task than did children learning

the two word -order languages. Thus Turkish and
Serbo-Croatian,

both individually and together, have significantly higher means

than English and Italian, taken either separately or together.

And the Italian mean does not differ significantly from English,

nor does Turkish differ overall from Serbo-Ceottian.

There are a variety of factors which
differentiate the two

inflectional, languages from the'two word-order languages, and

we are not in a position to poi them apart in this study. Bas

what Serbo-Croatian and Turkish have in common, as opposed to

English and Italian, is the presence of morphological particles

122

which may facilitate sentence
processing strategies. Both have

a direct object inflection.
The Serbo- Croatian causative.eerb,

Ilene, serves a specialized function
in the language, and in

this sehte is in some way similar
to the Turkish causative

morpheme, which is also specialized in fenetion. The Serbs,

Croatian action verb in the causative
construction is finite and

is separated from the rest of
the sentence by a particle, da,

which may also call special
sentence processing strategies into

play for this type of sentence,
or at least serve to block

strategies applicable to simple declarativee. Thus, in general

terms, Serbo-Croatian and Turkish can be said to provide :ore

local Mies within the sentence, in
contrast to English and

Italian, whose sentence structures
require that the listener

hold the entire sentence in mind in order to determine the

underlying semantic relations.

The second major finding
relates to another way in which

the four languages can 'be contrasted.
English, Italian, end

Serbo-Croatian express the causative with a periphrastic

construction, while Turkish inserts
a particle into 'the verb to

carry out this function.
And overall performance for Turkish

was higher than that for the other three
languages ccebined.

Again, there are several possibilities
for the superior per.

foroance of Turkish children on this task, but at least it is

clear that the inserted particle construction
is not tore

difficult than periphrasis.
One might have expected the Turkish

form to be more difficult, in that the
verb conflates both the

causing and the caused phases of the underlying semantic

structure (Talmy 1976). That is, the two phases of action are

not as obviously marked on the surface as they are In languages

using periphrastic constructions. However, whatever the esters

of early sentence processing strategies,
this did not pose a

problem for the Turkish children, In addition, it should be

noted that Turkish has the advantage of a clear and exception-

lens inflectional system, which is mastered before the age of

two. In addition, the causative sentence follows normal EON
word order. Thus several factors may play a joint role in

contributing to the precocious Turkish performance.

Language bx Age.

The interaction contrasts compared the growth trends across

age for each pair of languages. Figure 1 portrays this laugeage

by age interaction. The two significant contrasts relate to

the nceparallelism of some of the growth curves. The observed

differences and similarities' oth point to particular aspects

of language development in the four languages investigated.
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A B C.

Age Group

b

Figure 1. Percentage Correct by Age and Language

In this part of the snalysia a significant difference can

be seen between Turkish and Serte-Croatian it the shape of the

growth curves (the nonparallel quadratic components), While

Turkish shows accelerated development betWeen the first and

second ege periods and reaches an early Ceiling, Serbo-Croatian

starts out with a relatively high level of performance but

improves more slowly. Tholh none of the differences in the

mean: between Turkish and Serbo-Croatian ht any, 'age is signifi-

cant, the rapid development in TUrkish and the lack of Serbo-

Croatian development at the second age level seem mostly

responsible for this significant contrast in patterns of growth

between the two languages.

Possible reasons for the shape of the Turkish growth curve

have already been discussed, but the Serbo-Croatitt develop

motel pattern need!' fUrther examination. Several sorts of
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evidence suggest that at this second age level the Yugoslav

Children begin to have difficulty attending to both word order

and inflectional cues. Although word order and inflection never

present contradictory information in this task (that is, the

second noun is always the direct object, whether inflectionally

marked or not) in the language in general, inflectional thrking

allows for nonstandard word orders. It seems that at the

second age level, the children begin to be aware that case

inflections can countermand basic word.nrder strategies in

sentence processing, but they have not yet mastered the necessary

inflectional strategies to allow them to identify grammatical

relations on the basis of inflectional cues alone.

In Table 5 we compare correct performance on the three

types of sentences in Serbo-Crmatian.-objeet marked, subject

marked, and unmarked. It is interesting that performance at the

Table 5

Percentage Correct Response in Serbo-Croatian by Sentence Type

Sentence Type Age Group

ABCD
Neuterfeminine (object narked) 71 54 83 100

Feminine-neuter (subject raked) 67 67 92 92

Neuter-neuter (unmarked) 67 63 73 92

second age level shows h clear drop only for the object - marked

sentences, that is, those with clear inflectional cue for

direct object. 'We suggest that these Children have begun to

realise that there is ON relation between a narked accusative

noun in a sentence and the possibility of reversed interpretation

of the order of nouns in that sentence, but they are not yet

clear on the interaction of word order and inflection in their

language.

Evidence from performance on a word order coeprehen4ion test

(Slobin & Bever 1978) reinforces this interpretation. As

mentioned above, the same subjects were also asked to act out

sentences made up of two nouns and a reversible verb (e.g., The

horse kicks the camel). These sentences were presented in all

six possible orders of subject, verb, and object, Ind represented

the sue three pairings of feminine and neuter nouns as were used

in the causative task. At the second age level, performance is

significantly different from chance only on those sentences
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which provide no inflectional cue to either subject or object--

that is, the sentences with two neuter nouns. It is as if the

presence of any sort of inflection--subject
or object, on either

noun - -leads to conflicting strategies,
resulting in an overall

picture of random performance.
In the absence of marked

inflections, a standard subject- object
word-order strategy is

followed, By the third age level, inflectional
cues aid per-

formance, even making it possible for
children to identify an

initial object-marked noun us the patient of action, By this

age, then, word order .and inflectional strategies
can operate

separately and in interaction with one another. Note in
Table 5 that at the third age level it is the inflectionally

marked causative sentences which show
the greatest increase in

correct performance, with the object
- marked sentences reaching

1C01, by the fourth age. This suggests that after the second age
level children have become much

more proficient at using

inflections to aid sentence processing,

Table 5 breaks down error types by age for Serbo-Croatian,

It is striking that for the first
two age groups, all types of

errors are distributed across all three sentence types. This
suggests a general confusion in the application of sentence

processing strategies to the causative sentences, At the third

age level, however, although the numbers are small, a pattern

seems to be present. Most of the
errors, as pointed out above,

are due to the unmarked, neuter-neuter
sentences; and here the

errors are all of the reversal type
- -that is, taking the second

noun to be instigator,
These are the only sentences with no

inflectional cues, and it may well be that by this age children

rely on such cues above word order
in sentence processing. Left

with two unmarked nouns in memory, the Serbo-Croatian child may
be less clear about the grammatical

relations between these two

nouns than a child speaking a strict word-order
language, That

is to say, when short-term
memory difficulties happen to leave

a Serbo-Croatian child with only word-order
information,

lacking the customary local cues, s/he nay have special diffi-

culty in processing word-order cues alone. However, such

reversal errors do include both animals in a causative inter-

action, reflecting Serbo-Croatian
children's generally high level

of control of this construction.
By contrast, English and

Italian errors tend to be noncausative,
simply having one animal

(usually the second) act alone, reflecting a lower level of

comprehension of this structure.

The other significant age-by-language
contrast involves the

contrast between the Serbo-Croatian
and Italian quadratic trends,
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Part of this is due to the
lowered performance of the Serbo-

Croatian children at the second
age level just discussed, but

part
is due to the lack of

continued development by the Italian children
at the last two

ages after a steep early rise in perfortance. It
is not the case that only

a few children are cotadtting
most of

the errors at these later stages in Italian, At the oldest age
level, 7/11 of the Italian

children made nne or more errors.

The nature of the curve in the Italian data may be due to
several factors. Some of these may explain why

the English
growth curve does not have the

same nonlinearity as the Italian
curve. In both languages, the

causative is expressed syntacti-

cally, requiring that the whole
sentence be attended to, as we

noted above,
Consequently, performance at the first age level

is quite poor, probably as a result of processing limitations.

However, the word-order properties
of the causative in

ItalianNoun. Compound Verb,
Nounmay rake the nature of the

action (i.e., who is the agent of the causative action)
more

unambiguous than in English,
where the Noun, Verb, Noun, Verb

order may be more confusing.
The continued errors at later ages

by both word-order languages
may be due to two different factors,

(As in Italian,
many English-speaking children-- 9/12 -- centime

to rake errors at the oldest
age level,) The forma the com-

pound verb in Italian is homonymous
with one form of the

imperative. Thus older Italian children
nay be hearing the

sentences as, for example, The horse. Make run the camel. In
fact, most of the errors in

the Italian children et these later
ages involved either (1) having the second

- named participant

perform the action, or (2) touching
the first-named participant

and then having the second act.
Considering the nature of the

taskperforming actions according
to the specifications of the

examinerhearing the sentences
as imperatives Ietea not to

have been a bad guess on the part of these children. Aile

errors of having only the second animal
act were also made by

older English-speaking children, they did not include the

c.-,anent of touching the first -named
participant. But it is

evident that the particular word-order
configurations of the

causative constructions pose problems to both Italian and

American children throughout the age range tested. In this

regard it should be noted that neither
of these groups reach

the ceiling of near-perfect performance
evidenced by the

Yugoslav and Turkish children,

In summary, the results of our causative comprehension

study suggest that sentence processing
is especially aided by

what we have called local
cues- -that is, surface markings which

14
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identify the roles of particular words, such as case inflections

on nouns and particles affixed to or immediately adjacent to

verbs. More difficult for processing are constructions'vhich

require that one hold an entire sentence pattern inmemory, such

as is required for the application of word-order rules. The

acquisition of a system of local cues can, at points, be retarded

in languages where both word -order and inflectional cues operate

to express the same grammatical relations, as in Serbo-Croatian.

In this case, two types of strategies lust be.kept available.

However, the existence of local cues still facilitates Serbo-

Croatian sentence processing overall.

FOOTNOTES

1
This study is part of the Berkeley Cross-Linguistic

Acquisition Project (Den I. Slobin, Principal Investigator),

carried out with generous and appreciated support from the

William T. Grant Foundation to the Institute of Human Learning

and from WIWI to the Language- Behavior Research Laboratory of

the University of California. The investigation was designed

is collaboration with Ayhan Aksu, Francesco Antinucci, Thomas

G. Bever, Susan Ervin - Tripp, Judith R. Johnston, and Ljubica

RaduloviC. We gratefully acknowledge the labors of our

testers: Penny Boyes-Braem, Judith R. Johnston, and Gail

Loewenstein Holland in the United States; Rosanna Bost and

Wanda Gianelli in Italy; Ljubica Isdulovi6 and Emilia Zalovi6 in

Yugoslavia; and Ayla Alger and Alev Orhon in Turkey.

2There are actually several different forms of the causative

particle in Turkish. In this study we used the most common form,

-dlr. (kostur. 'make ran', ygidlr- 'make swim', Latta. 'make

lie dowse), send the reduced form -t-, used with polysyllabic

verb stems ending in a vowel (atlat. 'make jump', :rut - 'make

walk', ullt- 'make sleep'). There were no differences in

results for the two forma of the morpheme, and the data for the

two forms are presented together,

3The same is true of vasculine inanimate nouns in the

singular, and neuter and feminine nouns in the plural. Only

singular neuter and feminine nouns were used in this study.

4
A fall summary table of all of the contrasts performed is

available on request.
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